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This is a Basic Tutorial on how to play the Lowrider game for newbies.

The beginning: Welcome toThe Lowrider game! As you can see you start with a small grip
of cash and a 63'Impala. You can buy other cars, but we will talk about that later.

Controls: W = Move forward. S = Backwards, A = Turn Left, D = Turn right, Up arrow = Lift
Back, Right arrow = 3 Wheel motion right, Left arrow = Left 3 wheel motion, Down arrow =
Lower back. I = Lift front wheels, K = Lower front wheels, J = Lift Front left, L = Lift front right. H
= Hop front, B = Hop back, V = Hop all four, F = Activate Flipper, 1-4 pump assignment.

Making Cash: Making money in the game is quite simple, battle a CPU or Computer, Woot
Cash!!! No, the easiest way to make cash if you are new is to do hops for 500$ at a time, this is
in case you lose, you don't lose all your money. You bet 500 he bets 500, That makes $1,000,
when you have 20 grand, goto the lowrider upgrade and paint shop.

The Lowrider Upgrade and Paint Shop: At the lowrider upgrade shop, you have this: Pu
mp one(Amount) and Pump 2, 3, and four
. The upgrades can turn your lowrider to a
double pump
, when up grading, try to upgrade 4 at a time, then spend else on batteries and suspension.
Also there is the
batteries
. Batteries add Power to your hops, the more the batteries, the higher you hop. Batteries are
very important, when I first started, I upgraded to max batteries then upgraded the pumps. This
way you can dominate the CPU and start doing the $1,000 dollar bets.
Suspension, and flipper.
Suspension makes it to where your car can raise higher. Suspension is another important thing,
you need to hop higher but you are hittin' tha bumpa? Upgrade suspension!
The Flipper.
You don't need to upgrade the flipper, the flipper just makes your car be able to flip over, kinda
useless.The convertible is self explanatory...
Pump assignment.
Pump assignment is how you make A dancer, pressing 1 raises a wheel, ETC. You can hop
rear and side to side using it.
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Paint shop: Paint your car here.

Car shop: You can have up to 8 cars. The current cars you can buy is the 1963 Chevy
Impala, Which is $5,000
,
1997 Lincoln Towncar, Which is $10,000
,
1986 Chevy Caprice, Which is $15,000 , 1979 Cadillac Coupe Deville, Which is $20,000 ,
1979 Chevy Monte Carlo, Which is $25,000.
Admin Druid is currently woking on a Buick Regal.

Multilayer Gameplay: In Multiplayer you can Do Hops for fun, or for cars, also there is the
newly added Auction area, where you can buy cars.

Well people, hopefully I helped ya out!

RidinDaytonz
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